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Abstract

Despite the advantages ofmathematical bioprocessmodeling, successfulmodel imple-

mentation already starts with experimental planning and accordingly can fail at this

early stage. For this study, two different modeling approaches (mechanistic and

hybrid) based on a four-dimensional antibody-producing CHO fed-batch process are

compared. Overall, 33 experiments are performed in the fractional factorial four-

dimensional design space and separated into four different complex data partitions

subsequently used for model comparison and evaluation. The mechanistic model

demonstrates the advantage of prior knowledge (i.e., known equations) to get informa-

tive value relatively independently of the utilized data partition. The hybrid approach

displayes a higher data dependency but simultaneously yielded a higher accuracy on

all data partitions. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that independent of the cho-

senmodeling framework, a smart selection of only four initial experiments can already

yield a very good representation of a full design space independent of the chosenmod-

eling structure. Academic and industry researchers are recommended to pay more

attention to experimental planning to maximize the process understanding obtained

frommathematical modeling.

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Bioprocess characterization

Robust bioprocessing is emphasized by the quality by design (QbD) ini-

tiative, promoting process understanding to increase reproducibility

Abbreviations: ANN, artificial neural network; CPP, critical process parameter; CQA, critical

quality attribute; DoE, design of experiments; NRMSE, normalized root mean square

deviation; PI, prediction interval; QbD, quality by design; SD, standard deviation.
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and decrease the number of rejected batches.[1,2] One novel method

for improving process understanding is mathematical modeling dur-

ing bioprocess development, characterization, and optimization.[3]

Mathematical bioprocess modeling can be applied to develop dig-

ital counterparts of the manufacturing process for a multitude of

applications, such as bioprocess characterization,[4–6] supporting and

further improving bioprocess reproducibility,[7–12] efficiency, produc-

tivity, saving experiments,[13–15] and lower the costs to meet rising

demands.[16] However, mathematical models depend on and are often
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limited by the underlying data, herein the investigated design space

including the performed experiments. The design space is created by

selecting critical process parameters (CPP) of thebioprocess, for exam-

ple, cultivation temperature, dissolved oxygen setpoint, media or feed

components, and feeding rates.[13,17,18] These CPPs supposedly have

a crucial impact on critical quality attributes (CQA) of the biomanu-

facturing process and the final product,[6] for example, viable cells,

product titer, or purity. Thoughtful planning and execution of these

experiments, mostly using Design of Experiments (DoE), are of high

importance to create and maximize the added value obtained from

modeling.

1.2 Overview of modeling approaches

All different kinds of bioprocess modeling approaches for the descrip-

tion of the timely progression of process state variables can be

classified into three different categories.[19] The first category com-

prises regression models, such as Partial Least Squares, artificial

neural networks (ANN) or support vector machines, or Gaussian

processes.[20,21] These are only based on experimental data and are

therefore often also called data-driven, empiric, black box, or non-

parametric models.[22] The benefits of using such a model are that no

previous process knowledge must be available, and the implementa-

tion is therefore rather fast. However, the requirement of many data,

missing extrapolation capabilities, and lack of causality are the major

drawbacks.[23]

The second category consists of mechanistic models. Contrary to

the first category, these are based on mechanistic process knowledge

and equations.[24] Therefore, they are also often called mechanistic,

white box, or parametric models. In this contribution, the term “mech-

anistic model” refers to a system of ordinary differential equations.

Since the definition of mathematical models is not standardized, such

models are sometimes called “first-principle” or “phenomenological”

models.[25] Such models are well suited for extrapolation but due to

their purely mechanistic nature and high biological complexity, inaccu-

rate predictions frequently occur in case an important parameter was

not considered, or themodel is too simple.[23]

The third category combines both modeling approaches in a joint

structure, to merge their benefits and cancel out the individual lim-

itations, that is, hybrid modeling, which is often also referred to as

gray box or semi-parametric modeling.[26] Due to the combination of

empirical process understanding and data, more rational use of the

available knowledge and data is enabled to deal with complex issues.

The order in which the individual model parts are arranged, how their

weights are distributed, and the evaluation that takes place may vary

in such a hybrid structure.[27,28] Further, the benefits of such mod-

els for accelerated upstream optimization and characterization,[14,15]

chromatography,[29,30] or filtration processes[31,32] were already high-

lighted. For simplification of these technical terms, the individual

modeling categories are hereafter called black box, mechanistic and

hybrid models.

1.3 Shedding light on the requirements and
pitfalls of bioprocess modeling

In this research work, we aim to provide deeper insights into the

requirements for effective bioprocess characterization during early-

stage development by applying mathematical process modeling. Addi-

tionally, we highlight potential obstacles on the way along with rec-

ommendations on how to avoid them already at the beginning of the

experimental planning. For this case study, a mechanistic and hybrid

model were compared to predict a full design space for an antibody-

producing CHO fed-batch process based on four different complex

datasets. We focus on illustrating the impact of three common issues

regarding bioprocess characterization by mathematical modeling: (i)

choosing appropriate CPPs for setting up the design space, (ii) the

importance of smartly selecting the best experiments for parameter

estimation in mathematical modeling, and (iii) picking a suitable model

approach regarding available bioprocess data and knowledge.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 Cell line and product

The dataset used in this work was generated in different studies

with suspension-grown CHO DP-12 cells producing an interleukin-

8 antibody.[5,33,34] Please see Möller et al. (2019)[33] for a detailed

description of the experimental conditions, which are briefly summa-

rized in the following. The cells were cultivated in chemically defined

TC-42 medium (Xell AG, Germany) supplemented with 6 mmol l−1 glu-

tamine, 0.1 mg l −1 LONG R3 IGF-1, and 200 nmol l−1 Methotrexate

(all Sigma-Aldrich). As preculture, 125 ml single-use Erlenmeyer baf-

fled flasks (40ml working volume, Corning, USA) were inoculated with

cryo-cultures (1⋅107 cells ml−1) and the cells were expanded.

Fed-batch experiments were performed in 125 ml single-use Erlen-

meyer baffled flasks with a starting working volume of 30 or 40 ml.

The feeding designwas varied (feed: Chomacs basic feed, Xell AG)with

regard to the start times of bolus feeding (48, 72, 96 h), the feeding

rate (3–6 ml d−1), and the concentrations of glucose (111–222 mmol

l−1) and glutamine (9–38 mmol l−1) in the feed solution. The incuba-

tor (Kuhner, Switzerland) was controlled at 37◦C, 5% CO2 and 85%

humidity, and a shaking speed of 220 rpm (12.5 mm shaking diameter).

Sampling was performed daily from cultivation start to harvest.

2.2 Analytical methods

Total cell concentration and cell-size distribution were measured with

the Z2 particle counter (Z2, Beckmann Coulter, USA). The viability

was determined with DNA staining using the DAPI method. Glu-

cose, glutamine, and lactate concentrations were measured with the

YSI 2900D (Yellow Springs Instruments, USA) biochemistry analyzer.

Ammonium concentration was determined with an enzymatic test
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kit (AK00091, Nzytech, Portugal). The antibody was quantified with

a high-performance liquid chromatographic system (HPLC, Knauer

Smartline, Germany) equipped with a Poros-A column (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, USA; 0.1ml) in accordancewith themanufacturer’s protocol.

2.3 Datasets for modeling

The dataset consisted of 33 fed-batch shake flask cultivations with dif-

ferent experimental conditions.[33,40] These experiments were based

on a previous study for the knowledge-driven design of feeding strate-

gies using a novel DoEmethod (model-assisted DoE).[33] Four numeric

factors were investigated in the DoE: the glucose concentration in the

feed (cGlcF), the glutamine concentration in the feed (cGlnF), the bolus

feed rate (F), and the feed start. Overall, four initial experiments and

a full DoE with 29 experiments (performed in two blocks, Block 1 and

Block 2, respectively) were included in the dataset. In this manuscript,

a datapoint is defined as a timely observation (one sampling), includ-

ing all the analytical results for the seven response variables at this

time as well as the CPP setpoints. The considered nomenclature is

as follows:

i. “Initial 4”: Four cultivations initially used for model parameter

determination (model training), see Möller et. al (2019)[33] (N = 4,

68 datapoints)

ii. “Optimized 4”: Four selected experiments from the full design

space intended to cover more process variation compared to the

initial experiments (N= 4, 79 datapoints)

iii. “Initial 4+ Block 1”: Four initial cultivations and Block I of the DoE

plan (15 cultivations) (N= 19, 384 datapoints)

iv. “Initial 4 + Block 1 + Block 2”: Total dataset considering all

cultivations (N= 33, 671 datapoints)

Please see Table S1–S3, Supporting Information, for a detailed list

of the experimental settings and the data repository for the whole

data.[40]

3 MECHANISTIC MODEL

The mechanistic model used in this study was already applied in dif-

ferent studies.[5,33–35] In brief, the unstructured model is based on

the description of the main substrates glucose (cGlc) and glutamine

(cGln) as well as the main metabolic waste products lactate (cLac) and

ammonium (cAmm). By this, cell growth behavior is modeled (Xt – total

cell density, and Xv – viable cell density) using kinetic parameters KS,i

(i = Glc, Gln), a maximal growth rate (μmax), a cell lysis constant (KLys)

of dead cells, and a minimal (μd,min) and a maximal death rate (μd,max).

The mechanistic is included as Monod-like mathematical terms for the

specific growth rate μ (Equation 3), the specific death rate μd (Equa-

tion 4), and the uptake rates qGlc and qGln of the substrates glucose and

glutamine. The changes in the lactate and ammonium concentrations

are proportional to the uptake rates of glucose (lactate) or glutamine

(ammonium) (Equations 7–11). The antibody production rate (Equa-

tions 5 and 6) is expressed constantly and modeled as proportional

to Xv. More details of the model parameter adaptation, identifiabil-

ity, and sensitivity analysis of this mathematical model can be found in

Möller et al. (2020)[5] Themathematical model is presented in the data

repository.[40]

dXt
dt

= 𝜇Xv − KLys(Xt − Xv) − DXv (1)

dXv
dt

= (𝜇 − 𝜇d ) Xv − DXv (2)

with

𝜇 = 𝜇max
cGlc

cGlc + KS,Glc

cGln
cGln + KS,Gln

KI,Amm

cAmm + KI,Amm
(3)

with

𝜇d = 𝜇d,min + 𝜇d,max
KS,Glc

KS,Glc + cGlc

KS,G ln

KS,G ln + cG ln

cAmm
KS,Amm + cAmm

(4)

dcAb
dt

= 𝛾Xv − DcAb (5)

constraints :
dcAb
dt

= 0 if cAmm ≥ KAmm or cG ln < 0.05mmol l−1 (6)

dcGlc
dt

=

(
−qGlc,max

cGlc
cGlc + kGlc

(
𝜇

𝜇 + 𝜇max
+ 0.5

))
Xv + D

(
cGlcF − cGlc

)
(7)

dcLac
dt

=

(
YLac,Glc

cGlc
cLac

qGlc − qLac,uptake

)
Xv − DcLac (8)

with

cGlc < 0.5mmol l-1 : qLac,uptake = qLac,uptake,max (9)

dcG ln

dt
=

(
−qG ln,max

cG ln

cG ln + kG ln

)
Xv + D

(
cGlnF − cG ln

)
(10)

dcAmm
dt

=
(
YAmm,G ln qG ln

)
Xv − DcAmm (11)

D =
F
V

(12)

D = dilution rate (h−1) (Equation 12), describing the ratio between

the flow of all volume additions into the shake flasks (i.e., feed), and the

overall volume V comprising the initial volume plus the added volume.

Therefore, the addition of the main substrates (glucose and glutamine)

due to feedingwas included todistinguishbetween the current concen-

tration in the reactor (e.g., for Glutamine as cGln) and the concentration

of the feed (e.g., for Glutamine as cGlnF).
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3.1 Hybrid modeling

3.1.1 Hybrid model development

The four numeric factors (CPPs) were selected as model inputs to esti-

mate the seven response variables: Xt (10
6 cells ml−1), Xv (106 cells

ml−1), cAb (P, g l
−1), cGlc (g l

−1), cLac (g l
−1), cGln (g l

−1) and, cAmm (g l−1),

as well as the predictions of the previous time step of each response

variable (last calculated value), taking the process history into account.

Beforemodel building, the input variables were standardized using the

z-score. A serial hybrid model structure was implemented to predict

the response variables. First, an artificial neural network (ANN) con-

sisting of an input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer was set

up. For the hybrid model, an ANN was chosen due to the reasons that

non-linear trends can be depicted as well as multiple response vari-

ables with one single algorithm. The ANN parameters were selected

and optimized by utilizing the respective training dataset only (listed in

Section 2.3). The neurons of the hidden layer used hyperbolic tangent

transfer functions, while the output layer used linear transfer func-

tions. The Levenberg–Marquardt regularization algorithmwas applied

during hybrid model identification to estimate the respective specific

rates as propagated estimations for the mechanistic part, as a function

of themodeI inputs (Equation 13), that is, the fourCPPs and the predic-

tions of the previous time step of each response variable (t-1). Namely,

the growth rate of all cells μt, the viable cells μ, the product formation

rate vp/x, the glucose consumption rate qGlc, lactate formation rate qLac,

glutamine consumption rate qGln, and ammonia formation rate qAmm.

𝜇t, 𝜇, vp∕x, qGlc, qLac, qG ln, qAmm

= f
(
cGlcF , cGlnF , F, feed start, response variablest−1

)
(13)

These rates were embedded in the subsequent mechanistic part

to propagated predictions as a function of the model inputs (Equa-

tions 14–20).

dXt
dt

= 𝜇tXt − DXt (14)

dXv
dt

= 𝜇Xv − DXv (15)

dcAb
dt

= vp∕xXv − DcAb (16)

dcGlc
dt

= qGlcXv + D
(
cGlcF − cGlc

)
(17)

dcLac
dt

= qLacXv − DcLac (18)

dcG ln

dt
= qG lnXv + D

(
cGlnF − cG ln

)
(19)

dcAmm
dt

= qAmmXv − DcAmm (20)

The hybrid model development was accomplished in the Novasign

GmbH (Vienna, Austria) HybridModeling Toolbox, which can be down-

loaded and assessed for free upon registration (https://portal.novasign.

at/). Even though the source code is not open to the public, the related

documentation is online available and provides detailed insights into

the preprocessing steps, model-building workflow, evaluation criteria,

and utilized functions. The hybrid models used in this study can be

found in a data repository.[40]

3.1.2 Hybrid model validation

Cross-validationwas performed to evaluatemodel performance and to

avoid overfitting (poor performance on new data the model was not

trained on). The experiments used for training were split into a train-

ing and a validation partition using randomdata partitioning. The initial

model was built on the training partition, and the model parameters

were optimized until a minimal error in the validation partition was

found. This split ratio varied with respect to the available number of

experiments in the used dataset while ensuring sufficient variance in

the validation partition, that is, for small datasets (“Initial 4” and “Opti-

mized 4”) one experiment was used for validation, while in datasets

with more experiments (additional utilization of “Block 1” and “Block

2”) four or six experiments of the training data (≈20%) were utilized

for validation, respectively. Accordingly, based on the number of uti-

lized experiments for training, this random data partitioning step was

repeatedmultiple times to generate a soundnumber of individualmod-

els, that is, for the small datasets the step was repeated four times,

while for larger datasets this step was repeated 20 times. Additionally,

the number of neurons in the hidden layer also varied, depending on

the utilized dataset for model training. Thereto related the number of

ANNparameters variedwith respect to the different training datasets,

i.e., the final optimized ANNs had 54 (Initial 4 &Optimized 4), 144 (Ini-

tial 4 + Block 1), and 198 (Initial 4 + Block 1 + Block 2) connections.

To ensure the correctness of the ANN, all necessary information was

disclosed as proposed byWalsh et al.[36]

3.1.3 Hybrid model averaging

To assess the risk of model misprediction (overfitting), the predic-

tions from individual hybrid models of the cross-validation (displaying

the smallest errors on the validation partition) were averaged. This

model averaging of multiple models represents a robust way to deal

with model uncertainties. For this final averaged hybrid model, the

standard deviation (SD) (Equation 21) and the prediction interval (PI)

(Equation 22) were computed, where ŷaverage is the estimation of the

averaged model, ŷmodel is the estimation of the respective modeI, i the

index of these models, and n is the number of observations for each

time point.

S D(t) =

√
1

n − 1
⋅
∑(

ŷaverage(t)−ŷ mod el(i)(t)

)
2 (21)
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P I(t) = ŷaverage ± SD(t) (22)

To assess the performance on new data as well as the risk of esti-

mation uncertainties, the averaged hybrid model was applied to the

independent test dataset, containing all experiments (external valida-

tion). With an increasing number of experiments utilized for model

training and validation (see data partitions in 2.3, I–IV), the test data

was accordingly reduced. For data visualization, the units of the mea-

sured and predicted outputs were converted to guarantee a uniform

comparison.

3.2 Statistical comparison of model performance

For both modeling approaches (mechanistic and hybrid model), the

model parameters were adapted based on the four datasets (see Sec-

tion 2.3). The adapted models were statistically compared to reflect

the whole design space (i.e., dataset: “Initial 4 + block 1 + block 2”).

The adapted models were evaluated in comparison to the experimen-

tal data using the coefficient of determination R2 (Equation 23) and

the normalized root mean square deviation (NRMSE, Equation 24),[37]

based on the simulation ŷ(t), the measured data y(t), the mean of the

measured data y(t), the total number of observations N and the differ-

ence between themaximal andminimal measured data (yi,max − yi, min):

R2 =

∑n
i = 1

(
y(t) − ŷ(t)

)2
∑n

i = 1

(
y(t) − y(t)

)2 (23)

NRMSE =

√
1

N

∑n
i=1

(
y(t) − ŷ(t)

)2
(
yi,max − yi,min

) (24)

4 RESULTS

4.1 Experimental data partitions for bioprocess
modeling

The parameters of the mechanistic, as well as the hybrid model, were

identified using four different datasetswith a varying number of exper-

iments (see Section 2.3). The respective setting of each cultivation and

their distribution in the design space are illustrated in Figure 1.

As presented in Figure 1, to display the four-dimensional design

space, each start day of feeding is depicted as an individual three-

dimensional cube consisting of the remaining three CPPs. The initial

four experiments (green diamonds) were distributed in the design

space spanned by block 1 (black diamonds) and block 2 (blue dia-

monds). The initial experiments were designed in the respective

study[33] for modeling purposes and as proof-of-concept cultivations

for the experimental conditions before the DoE was performed.When

these initial experiments were performed, the design space was not

known, and the experiments were based on the available process

understanding. Therefore, the experimental settings were not specif-

ically designed to cover the design space. The chosen settings for these

experiments covered the entire value range of the glutamine concen-

tration in the feed and the start day of the feeding. For this dataset

(“Initial 4”), higher feed rate valueswere not covered and instead lower

settings than in the remaining design space were executed. Addition-

ally, the glucose concentration in the feed always remained at the same

level. The reason for keeping the glucose concentration constant was

the availability of a glucose-free feeding medium in the experimental

study.[33]

To evaluate if a different design of the initial four experimentswould

lead to an increased modeling precision of both mathematical mod-

els, we chose four more widely distributed experiments from the full

dataset (“Initial 4 + Block 1 +Block 2”). These cultivations cover the

entire design space (orange diamonds). Herein, it was ensured that

every CPP’sminimum andmaximum value aswell as values in between

were covered, providing high data variety. Due to this availability of the

minimal and maximal CPP level for each investigated variable, it was

presumed that bothmodels can learn from the entire range, which pro-

vides amore robust basis for parameter identification even though the

same number of experiments was utilized.

Using the four different datasets, the model parameters of the

mechanistic and the hybrid model were estimated, and the modeling

precision of the design space was compared (see also Section 2.3). The

results of this comparison are displayed in the following for Xv, cAb, and

cGlc. The remaining results are given in Figure S1–S4 in the Supporting

Information.

4.2 Model performance predicting the viable cell
density

The individual performances of both modeling approaches using the

four data partitions to predict Xv are presented as scatter plots in

Figure 2 along with statistical information.

For the adaptation of the model parameters of the mechanistic

model (Figure 2A,D), the individual scatter plots are visually compa-

rable regarding their shape and distribution around the identity line

(dot-dashed). The highest R2 (R2 = 0.87) was achievedwith the dataset

“Optimized 4” (Figure 2B) for which also the NRMSE is the lowest

(NRMSE = 0.12). The lowest R2 was determined using dataset “Initial

4 + Block 1 + Block 2” (Figure 2D, R2 = 0.73) and the highest NRMSE

was calculated for the “Initial 4” (Figure 2A, NRMSE= 0.23).

Utilizing the initial four experiments to identify the parameters

in the hybrid model for predicting Xv (Figure 2E) resulted in decent

predictions (NRMSE = 0.12 & R2 = 0.88) but mostly underestima-

tions of the analytical values. The predictive accuracy improved by

changing the training data partition to the optimized four experiments

(Figure 2F, NRMSE = 0.09 & R2 = 0.93). However, the additional

usage of block 1 (Figure 2G) and block 2 (Figure 2H) only further

increased the performance to a small extent, that is, a NRMSE = 0.09

and R2 = 0.92was achieved by using all available experimental data.
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6 of 12 BAYER ET AL.

F IGURE 1 Experimental design space and utilized experiments for model training. To enable a three-dimensional representation of the design
space, each feed start (A: day 2; B: day 3; C: day 4) is separately presented using the other CPPs: the feed rate, feed glucose, and feed glutamine
concentration. The performed experiments (diamond symbols) are indicated according to their respective data partition in themodel training: the
initial four experiments (green), the optimized four starting experiments (orange), block 1 (black), and block 2 (blue)

4.3 Model performance predicting the product
titer

The individual performances of both modeling approaches using the

four data partitions to predict cAb are presented as scatter plots in

Figure 3 along with statistical information.

The R2 of the adapted mechanistic model (Figure 3A,D) was low

(R2 = –0.54) for the initial data (Figure 3A) and increased for all

other datasets up to a maximum of R2 = 0.71 (Figure 3D) and the

NRMSE decreased in the same way from 0.36 (Figure 3A) to 0.16

(Figure 3D). The data are widely distributed in the two-dimensional

representation for the dataset ‘Initial 4‘ (Figure 3A) and the data points

moved narrower to the identity line when the optimized data was used

(Figure 3B).

The hybrid model was not able to accurately predict the prod-

uct titer by only using the initial four experiments (NRMSE = 0.19

& R2 = 0.50) as can be seen by the data distribution in the scatter

plot (Figure 3E). However, the utilization of the optimized four exper-

iments highly improved the model performance (Figure 3F), already

leading to accurate predictions (NRMSE = 0.09 & R2 = 0.97). While

the addition of block 1 to the training data only marginally improved

the model performance (Figure 3G, NRMSE = 0.08 & R2 = 0.95), the

utilization of block 2 further decreased the modeling error (Figure 3H,

NRMSE= 0.06 & R2 = 0.97).
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BAYER ET AL. 7 of 12

F IGURE 2 Performances of themechanistic and hybrid model estimating the Xv trained on different numbers of experiments. A–D: scatter
plots of the experimental versus estimated values of themechanistic model using either the initial four experiments (A), the optimized four (B), the
initial four experiments and block 1 (C), or the initial four experiments, block 1 and block 2 for model parameter identification. E–H: scatter plots of
the experimental versus estimated values of the hybrid model. The utilized experiments for model parameter identification are in the same
sequence as for themechanistic model. The identity line (dot-dashed) is given as a reference. Statistical information (R2 andNRMSE) is presented
for all models

F IGURE 3 Performances of themechanistic and hybrid model estimating cAb trained on different numbers of experiments. A–D: scatter plots
of the experimental versus estimated values of themechanistic model using either the initial four experiments (A), the optimized four (B), the initial
four experiments and block 1 (C), or the initial four experiments, block 1 and block 2 for model parameter identification. E-H: scatter plots of the
experimental versus estimated values of the hybrid model. The utilized experiments for model parameter identification are in the same sequence
as for themechanistic model. The identity line (dot-dashed) is given as a reference. Statistical information (R2 andNRMSE) is presented for all
models
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8 of 12 BAYER ET AL.

F IGURE 4 Performances of themechanistic and hybrid model estimating cGlc trained on different numbers of experiments. A–D: scatter plots
of the experimental versus estimated values of themechanistic model using either the initial four experiments (A), the optimized four (B), the initial
four experiments and block 1 (C), or the initial four experiments, block 1 and block 2 for model parameter identification. E–H: scatter plots of the
experimental versus estimated values of the hybrid model. The utilized experiments for model parameter identification are in the same sequence
as for themechanistic model. The identity line (dot-dashed) is given as a reference. Statistical information (R2 andNRMSE) is presented for all
models

4.4 Model performance predicting the glucose
concentration

The individual performances of both modeling approaches using the

four data partitions to predict the main growth substrate cGlc are

presented as scatter plots in Figure 4 alongwith statistical information.

Using just the dataset “Initial 4,” cGlc was underestimated with the

mechanisticmodel for themajorityof datapoints (Figure4A).However,

this simulation quality was sufficient for the estimation of the exper-

imental space, as was shown by Möller et. al (2019).[33] R2 increased

to 0.59 and the NRMSE decreased to 0.08 when the optimized dataset

was used for the estimation of the model parameters (Figure 4B). A

further increase in the number of data did not improve the model

predictions further (Figure 4C,D).

Since there was only one glucose feed concentration present in the

original four experiments, the hybrid model was not able to accurately

predict the experiments distributed in the design space (Figure 4E,

NRMSE = 0.18 & R2 = 0.40) due to missing variation and the possi-

bility to distinguish them. The exchange of the training data partition

to the optimized four experiments (Figure 4F) led to a highly improved

model performance (NRMSE = 0.08 & R2 = 0.80). This performance

was further increased by the supplementary use of block 1 (Figure 4G,

NRMSE = 0.07 & R2 = 0.85) and block 2 (Figure 4H, NRMSE = 0.06 &

R2 = 0.87), narrowing the data distribution around the identity line.

4.5 Model performance & improvement by
adding experiments

A holistic comparison of both modeling approaches is provided in

Figure 5 to visualize the model improvement. Herein, the average

NRMSE and R2 of each utilized data partition are given.

The examination of the different model performances utilizing dif-

ferent training data partitions demonstrates the importance of the

proper selection of experiments for both types of models (mecha-

nistic and hybrid model, respectively). Using the ’Initial 4′ experi-
ments for the model parameter identification resulted in inaccurate

model predictions, which is apparent when considering the NRMSE

(Figure 5A) as well as the R2 (Figure 5B). By selecting the optimized

four experiments for model training, the model performance highly

increasedwith respect to theNRMSE (mechanistic: 0.14±0.04, hybrid:

0.09 ± 0.02) and R2 (mechanistic: 0.70 ± 0.16, hybrid: 0.90 ± 0.06).

This demonstrates the importance of the quality of the data and the

subsequent information content, over the pure quantity of data (also

see Figure 2–4 and Figure S1-4). The additional use of the experi-

ments from block 1 for model training (“Initial 4 + Block 1”) further

decreased the NRMSE (mechanistic: 0.13 ± 0.03 hybrid: 0.08 ± 0.02)

and increased the R2 (mechanistic: 0.73 ± 0.08 hybrid: 0.90 ± 0.05) of

themodel predictions.While the same trendwaspresent for the exper-

iments from block 1 and block 2 (’Initial 4 + Block 1 + Block 2′) with
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BAYER ET AL. 9 of 12

F IGURE 5 Performance comparison of themechanistic and hybrid model with respect to the average NRMSE and R2. The average
values± standard deviation of the NRMSE (A) and R2 (B) of each utilized data partition for model parameter identification are displayed. The
statistical values of the glutamine and lactate prediction were excluded from this calculation for themechanistic model (white bars) since no
reasonable predictions were achieved (see Supporting Information Figures), while for the hybrid model (gray bars) all response variables were
considered

a declining learning rate which was observed by continuously adding

more experiments.

5 DISCUSSION

In this study, we were focusing on illustrating the impact of three

common issues, which hinder process characterization by modeling:

(i) choosing appropriate CPPs for setting up the design space, (ii) the

importance of smartly selecting the best experiments for parameter

estimation in mathematical modeling, and (iii) picking a suitable model

approach regarding available bioprocess data and knowledge.

5.1 Choosing appropriate CPPs for setting up the
design space

Setting up a DoE with several CPPs for a mammalian cell culture bio-

process can result in a large experimental space, rapidly exceeding

the number of feasible laboratory experiments and posing a particular

challenge in data management and handling. However, the investi-

gation of impactful CPPs and their experimental investigation is a

necessity for bioprocess characterization and mathematical process

modeling. Therefore, choosing appropriate identified CPPs concern-

ing quantity and quality to determine their impact on key process

variables is a major challenge. For the purely mechanistic model, a

mathematical dependency on a particular CPP must be established

upfront and implemented in themodel structure. For the hybridmodel,

a less strict understanding is required but, if the chosen CPPs do not

display an impact on process variation, the knowledge gain is limited,

the subsequently developed process model will not help to foster pro-

cess understanding and a lot of experimental resources are wasted.

Thus, it is of high importance to thoroughly consider the key pro-

cess variables by means of risk analysis of potential CPPs to set up

the experimentsand the design space, capturing the process behavior

and enabling successful process characterization. The more important

factors are considered the more experimental effort will be required

but the subsequent models can easier be applied during scale-up [18]

or as model predictive control applications in the future. Thereby an

expected variation (e.g., pump failures) in one variable can potentially

be corrected by adaptation of the other CPPs.[10]

5.2 Importance of smartly selecting the best
experiments for parameter estimation in
mathematical modeling

In this study, four CPPs on several levels were chosen. If a full facto-

rial DoEdesignwould have been chosen instead of a fractional factorial

design, 108 experiments would span the whole design space result-

ing in an immense laboratory workload. Typically, only a fraction of all

possible experiments herein can be performed and utilized for pro-

cess characterization (Figure 1). Therefore, it is important to wisely

choose a limited number of experiments to maximize knowledge gain.

The impact of selecting the right experiments to be conducted and

subsequently used for mathematical process modeling is explicitly vis-

ible when the modeling results are compared. Especially in the hybrid

modeling approach, this difference between selecting the initial four

experiments or the four optimized experiments for model training can

lead to high differences regarding process understanding and predic-

tive performance (e.g., Figures 3 and 4E,F). By adding more and more

experiments to the training data, the knowledge gap in the design

space and thereby the model error and its uncertainty are reduced

(Figures 2–4. C,D, G,H), which diminishes the impact of the small initial

dataset. However, this effect is less obvious for the mechanistic mod-

eling approach in which the better incorporation of prior knowledge

in the model structure itself yields more similar results independent of

the chosen experiments. Especially if only a limited number of experi-
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10 of 12 BAYER ET AL.

ments can be performed and used for modeling (initially or at all), the

experimental settings should be selected carefully, maximizing input

differences in each run, to obatain meaningful results and the highest

possible added value. Nevertheless, bothmodeling approaches already

demonstrate good performance with the optimized four experiments

highlighting the advantage of integrating process knowledge over pure

black boxmodeling again proved to be a valuable choice.[6]

5.3 Picking a suitable model approach regarding
available bioprocess data and knowledge

The findings from (i) and (ii) underline that modeling is not a detached

all-in-one solution to deal with bioprocess issues but rather depends

on smart experimental planning and thoughtful execution. The amount

and quality of the data as well as prior process understanding have a

high impact on the modeling results. Based on these pillars, the selec-

tion of a well-suited methodology for mathematical process modeling

should follow. Based on the outcome of our study, no explicit answer

is inherently correct in this respect. In consideration of the complex-

ity of mathematical modeling, available process knowledge and the

quality and quantity of experimental data, hybrid or mechanistic mod-

els may be sufficient. An advantage of the mechanistic model is that

with the initial set of experiments, the mechanistic model can give a

fair estimation of the expected modeling outputs (Xv, cAb, cGlc), but

the quality of the prediction does not significantly increase with more

data. Since the mechanistic model has a clear rigid structure, only the

described mechanisms can be included and the flexibility of the model

to represent unknown effects is limited.[38,39] This effect can be seen

in the reduced R2 for the description of Xv with all available data

(see. Figure2D).However, potentially a few representative cultivations

could be sufficient to already yield fair predictions of the design space

if the bioprocess is understood well. Thereby, the model less depends

on the amount and quality of data. However, with an increase in the

quantity of available data, or by choosing optimized initial experiments

it is obvious that the hybrid model outperforms the mechanistic model

in modeling precision. This can be explained by the fact that the rates

in the mechanistic equations within the hybrid model are functions of

all the CPPs rather than dedicated numerical and defined numbers fol-

lowingpredefinedmathematical structures.Due to thehigh complexity

of bioprocesses, hybrid models have been proven to be beneficial to

deal with known unknowns for the estimation of specific rates. Uti-

lizing a hybrid model structure, these parameters are estimated less

strictly instead of taking fixed assumptions. The availability of more

experimental data, tuning the data-driven part, further improves the

hybrid model performance with respect to model accuracy and cer-

tainty (Figure 5). Moreover, besides the in this study utilized ANN as

black box part of the hybrid model, other suitable algorithms can be

applied if they match the specific modeling requirements for the task

(e.g., herein the possibility to model non-linear trends and multiple

response variables). However, such a comparison of different black box

algorithms and their impact on the model performance was not in the

scope of this study.

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Even if computational tools for mathematical process modeling of

upstream bioprocesses are available, the requirements during their

implementation in early-stage bioprocess development possess a par-

ticular challenge, and obstacles might already be found during the

experimental planning. This study provides insights into three common

issues that prevent optimal process modeling and how to avoid these

problemswith the objective of optimal bioprocess characterization.

i. The aspect of choosing appropriateCPPswith sufficient levels, set-

ting up the design space, to investigate the key process variables of

interest is the first crucial step.

ii. The selection of meaningful experiments, allowing the model to

develop a cause-and-effect linkage even though only a fraction of

all possible experiments was performed.

iii. In case both these experimental prerequisites are fulfilled, select-

ing a suitable model structure and algorithm for bioprocess model-

ing is required. These shouldbebasedon theexperimental data and

the availability of process knowledge. Ifmechanistic understanding

is given, the usage of a mechanistic model yields good results with

an extremely limited set of data. However, since the hybrid model

learns more from the data than the mechanistic counterpart, steps

(i and ii) are utterly crucial to set up powerful hybrid models with

minimum effort.

If the described requirements are taken intomind and are complied,

the opportunity to develop meaningful models and successfully apply

themfor improvingbioprocessing andproceeding towarddigitalization

is within one’s reach.

Nomenclature

Symbol Unit Definition

μ [h−1] specific growth rate of the viable

cells

μd [h−1] death rate

μd,max [h−1] maximal death rate

μd,min [h−1] minimal death rate

μt [h−1] specific growth rate of all cells

Υ [mg cell−1 h−1] antibody formation rate

cAb [mg l−1] product concentration

cAmm [mmol l−1] ammonia concentration

cGlcF [mmol l−1] glucose concentration in the feed

cGlc [mmol l−1] glucose concentration in the reactor

cGlnF [mmol l−1] glutamine concentration in the feed

cGln [mmol l−1] glutamine concentration in the

reactor

cLac [mmol l−1] lactate concentration

D [h−1] dilution rate

F [l h−1] feeding rate
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BAYER ET AL. 11 of 12

Symbol Unit Definition

I [] index (Glc, Gln, Amm, Lac, Ab)

ki [mmol l−1] kinetic constant for component i

Ki,Amm [mmol l−1] inhibitory constant of ammonia

KLys [-] cell lysis parameter

KS,i [mmol l−1] Monod kinetic constant for

component i

N [] Number of observations

qAb [mg cell−1 h−1] cell-specific antibody formation rate

qAmm [mmol cell−1 h−1] cell-specific ammonia formation

rate

qGlc [mmol cell−1 h−1] cell-specific glucose uptake rate

qGlc,max [mmol cell−1 h−1] maximum uptake rate of glucose

qGln [mmol cell−1 h−1] cell-specific glutamine uptake rate

qGln,max [mmol cell−1 h−1] maximum uptake rate of glutamine

qLac [mmol cell−1 h−1] cell-specific lactate uptake rate

qLac,uptake [mmol cell−1 h−1] uptake rate of lactate

qLac,uptake, max [mmol cell−1 h−1] maximum uptake rate of lactate

V [l] reactor volume

vp/x [mg cell−1 h−1] antibody formation rate

Xt [106 cells ml−1] total cell density

Xv [106 cells ml−1] viable cell density

YLac,Glc [-] yield coefficient of lactate formation

to glucose consumption

YAmm,Gln [-] yield coefficient of ammonia

formation to glutamine

consumption

ŷaverage(t) [] estimation of the averagedmodel

ŷmodel [] estimation of the respectivemodel

ŷ(t) [] simulation of a datapoint

y(t) [] measured data

y(t) [] mean of measured data

yi,max [] maximum ofmeasured data

yi,min [] minimum ofmeasured data
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